
lntroduction of

Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln (VSBK) in South Africa - Technology

The core elements of the VSBK Kiln in ensuring a viable and energy efficient clay brick firing mechanism are based
on the following principles:

o The thermal efficiency of the kiln structure
o Structural integrity and build quality
o Cost of construction
. Low maintenance requirements.

KILN DESCRIPTION

The roofed rectangular support building contains well-
insulated firing shafts. These may vary in number, for
example 2,4 or 6 - depending on the desired production
ca pacity.

ln cross-section, the firing shaft is rectangular with a

nominal size of 1mx2m, and approximately 6.5m in height.

The inner side of the firing shaft is lined with refractory
bricks in order to provide maximum heat resistance and to
ensure exact verticality for trouble-free operation. The gap

between the refractory shaft wall and outer kiln wall is

filled with insulating materials.

The firing shafts are open at the top and the bottom. At the base of
each shaft is an arched unloading tunnel which runs throughout the
kiln. This allows access from both sides of the base to the firing shaft
for the unloading of fired bricks. ln order to monitor the position of the
fire,'peepholes'for placing thermocouples are provided along the
height of the shaft.

The shaft is loaded from the top with batches of green bricks for firing.
Each batch typically contains four layers of bricks, with space in
between for coal. The exhaust gases are exhausted through flue ducts
located within the shaft, driven by a forced draught system that leads
to a single exhaust stack. A lid - integral to the operation of the shaft -
covers the top of the shaft while firing.
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PRINCIPLE OF THE VSBK

During continuous operation, dried green bricks are loaded - one batch at a time - at the top of the firing shaft. A
specified size and weighted quantity of coal is spread uniformly within the batch of green bricks. Batches of fired
bricks are removed from the bottom of the shaft, using an unloading trolley and hydraulic system. The frequency of
loading and unloading depends on the productivity required and the quality of fired bricks. Usually a full brick-firing
cycle is completed within 24 to 30 hrs.
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FIRING PROCESS

The VSBK works on the basis of the 'counter current principle'. When the lid is closed, the shaft and exhaust

become an integral chimney system. The firing process of pre-heat, firing (vitrification) and cooling takes place

within the shaft, as the bricks move down the shaft. Energy efficiency is derived through the verticality of the shaft

and structural thermal efficiency.

The firing processes are completed within a period of period of 24 hrs. lt is a short firing cycle, which tolerates very

few mistakes. Therefore, it is essential to have the appropriate knowledge in order to ensure efficient operation of

the VSBK - and, thereby, the successful production of bricks that are consistent in quality.

TECHNOTOGY CONSI DERATION

The clay brick-maker is currently faced with the following challenges:

Energy prices continue to rise

Profit margins are low

Coal is viewed as a finite resource and contributor to global warming

There is little scope for alternative fuels

Stricter Air Quality I Environmental legislation
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ADVANTAGES

The VSBK technology offers the following

ECONOMIC

o Lowest capital cost option (VSBK

vs. Tunnel Kiln)

o Reduced energy costs - less than
1MJ per kg fired brick

o Reduction in fired brick waste
o Low maintenance technology
o lmproved production and labour

efficiencies
. Product and production flexibility.

CHALLENG ES

solutions and advantages to the clay

ENVIRONMENTAL

o Reduced COz emissions 50-6A%
o Reduced Particulates (PM)

- up b 9A% anticipated
o Large amount of gases

reduction: NO*, SO*, VOC

. i*proved measurability.

brickma ker:

SOCIAL

o lmproved health and safety

working conditions
o lncreased skill Ievels

. Offers mechanism to assist in

meeting Mining Charter

req u ireme nts.

As with adopting any new technology, the brickmaker is faced

OPERATIONAL

o 24/7 Operation o

. Higher skills level required o

o More demanding firing management required
o Full cycle firing system (Fuel adjustments require a full

cycle for effect)
o Green brick internalfuel consistency is required

with certain challenges when considering VSBK:

ECONOMIC

Capital investment required

Expert skills required (ElA, Design, Construction)
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